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Effect of Charged Residue Substitutions on the Thermodynamics of
Signal Peptide-Lipid Interactions for the Escherichia coli
LamB Signal Sequence

Jeffrey D. Jones and Lila M. Gierasch
Department of Pharmacology, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas, Dallas, Texas 75235-9041 USA

ABSTRACT We have used tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy to characterize the binding affinities of an Escherichia coli
LamB signal peptide family for lipid vesicles. These peptides harbor charged residue substitutions in the hydrophobic core region.
Titrations of peptides with vesicles composed of 1 -palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine and 1 -palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-3-phosphoglycerol (65:35 mol%), in conjunction with evaluation of peptide dissociation rates from these vesicles, were
used to determine binding parameters quantitatively. We find that under low ionic strength conditions, point mutations introducing
negatively charged aspartate residues substantially reduce peptide affinity relative to the wild-type peptide. However, the
difference between wild-type and mutant peptide affinities was much lower under approximately physiological ionic strength.
In addition, the lipid affinities of model surface-binding and transmembrane peptides were determined. These comparative
studies with signal and model peptides permitted semi-quantitative deconvolution of signal peptide binding into electrostatic and
hydrophobic components. We find that both interactions contribute significantly to binding, although the theoretically available
hydrophobic free energy is largely offset by unfavorable polar-group effects. The implications of these results for understanding
the potential roles of the signal sequence in protein translocation are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In previous studies, we have demonstrated that export-
competent signal sequences share the ability to interact pro-
ductively with phospholipid model membranes and to adopt
high proportions of a-helix in membrane mimetic environ-
ments (Briggs et al., 1985; McKnight et al., 1989, 1991; Hoyt
and Gierasch, 1991a, b; Rizo et al., 1993). More recently, we
have characterized the secondary structural tendencies and
membrane-interactive properties of a family of peptides de-
rived from the signal sequence of the E. coli LamB protein
that harbor point mutations introducing charged aspartate
(Asp) or arginine (Arg) residues in the hydrophobic core
region (companion paper). Stader et al. (1986) found that in
vivo export activity of strains harboring these point muta-
tions depended significantly on both the nature and position
of the charged residue point mutation (discussed in more
detail in the companion paper).

Our biophysical characterization demonstrated that the
corresponding peptides are able to insert into the bilayer acyl
chain region. However, the average depth of penetration of
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the point charge mutant peptides (as probed by tryptophan
(Trp) fluorescence) was reduced relative to the wild-type
peptide. This reduction of membrane insertion potential rep-
resents a likely explanation for the reduced in vivo export
activity. Also, the spectral properties of Trp residues in
vesicle-bound peptides suggested that the WT and point mu-
tant peptides enhance bilayer hydration, with this effect be-
ing most pronounced for peptides with an Asp residue in the
core region. Results from this study, along with the well
established coil-helix transition upon signal peptide binding
to vesicles (see Jones et al. (1990) for review), indicate that
the energetics of signal peptide-phospholipid interactions are
likely determined by a complex function of many param-
eters. These include peptide secondary structural propensity
as well as hydrophobic, electrostatic, hydrogen bonding, and
lipid perturbation contributions to binding. A strong degree
of interrelation among these parameters is almost certainly
present, because of the changes that occur in both peptide and
bilayer structure when the signal peptide-lipid complex is
formed.

Studies from this laboratory on the LamB and OmpA sys-
tems (cited above), as well as those on the PhoE signal pep-
tide by de Kruijff and co-workers (Batenburg et al. 1988a, b;
Killian et al., 1990; Keller et al., 1992) have led to a con-
siderable advancement in understanding biophysical prop-
erties of signal peptide-lipid complexes. However, little is
known regarding quantitation of the specific forces that me-
diate signal peptide-lipid interaction. This information is es-
sential to understand the nature of in vivo signal sequence
interactions with membrane lipid. Furthermore, understand-
ing the physical basis for postulated signal sequence inter-
actions with integral protein factors is dependent on a quan-
titative description of signal peptide-lipid interactions,
because bulk lipid is in effect the reference phase for these
interactions.
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In the present study, we have carried out a detailed char-
acterization of peptide binding affinities of the LamB point
charge mutant peptide family for model bilayer vesicles
whose composition mimics that of the E. coli plasma mem-
brane. This peptide family consists of sequences with Asp
and Arg mutations at different positions in the hydrophobic
core, as well as an Asp substitution near the C-terminus.
These peptides, therefore, represent a rich system for analysis
of electrostatic effects on binding. Also, this system permits
comparison of binding affinities among the WT peptide and
mutants with reduced ability to insert into the lipid acyl chain
region (see companion paper). Because signal peptide bind-
ing is likely to depend on the several energetic terms dis-
cussed above, it is very difficult to distinguish the relative
magnitudes of these terms. Thus, we also analyzed the af-
finity for the model surface-bound and transmembrane pep-
tides introduced in the companion paper (see Results). De-
termination of the binding energy for the surface-bound
peptide permits estimation of the electrostatic component of
signal peptide binding. Comparison of signal sequence and
transmembrane peptide binding affinities yields approximate
values for the fraction of available hydrophobic energy con-
sumed upon signal peptide association with vesicles.

Binding affinities were analyzed by titration of Trp-
labeled peptides with lipid vesicles. In addition, approximate
binding affinities were inferred via determination of peptide
dissociation rates from vesicles using fluorescence methods.
We find that both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions
contribute significantly to binding. However, the results sug-
gest that a significant fraction of the available hydrophobic
binding energy is offset by energy losses, presumably to un-
favorable polar group interactions and to configurational en-
tropy inherent in restricting the peptides to a helical con-
formation (Jacobs and White, 1989; see Discussion). As
suggested by Dill (1990) and Sharp et al. (1991a, b), a sig-
nificant correction factor derived from Flory-Huggins pol-
ymer theory (Flory, 1941; Huggins, 1941) was necessary to
assess the hydrophobic binding component. Relative lipid
affinities were highly dependent on ionic strength, consistent
with substantial electrostatic binding energy. At near physi-
ological conditions, binding constants were found to be in the
micromolar to millimolar range. A detailed binding model is
described in which signal peptide partitioning is analyzed as
arising from a combination of electrostatic, hydrophobic, hy-
drogen bonding and lipid perturbation effects. These results
are examined in the light of previous results with other
membrane-interactive peptides, and the implications for un-
derstanding the potential roles of signal sequences in me-
diating protein export are discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

All phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Birmingham,
AL). Lipid purity was routinely checked by thin layer chromatography
(TLC1) in CHCl3/MeOH/H20 and visualized with primulin spray.

Sample preparation
Peptides were synthesized via standard methodology using either
N-terminal, t-Boc-protected amino acids (Erickson and Merrifield, 1976;
Barany and Merrifield, 1979) or N-terminal Fmoc-protected amino acids
(Dryland and Sheppard, 1986). Peptides were deprotected and cleaved from
the resin using either anhydrous HF (t-Boc) or TFA (Fmoc) and purified on
Vydac C4 and/or phenyl columns eluted with acetonitrile/water gradients
containing 0.1% TFA. Experiments were carried out using large unilamellar
vesicles (LUVs) prepared via freeze-thaw extrusion (Mayer et al., 1986).
Vesicle composition was 65:35 mol% POPE/POPG unless otherwise noted.
Lipid concentrations were determined using an inorganic phosphate assay
(Bartlett, 1959). All peptides were prepared as stock solutions in pH 3.5 H20
and added to lipid solutions.

Peptide-vesicle titrations

All fluorescence measurements were performed on a steady-state, photon-
counting spectrofluorimeter (Model Greg PC from ISS Inc., Champaign, IL)
operating in the ratio mode. Trp emission spectra (excitation 280 nm) were
recorded at 25°C in a 1 cm quartz cuvette. The solution was continuously
stirred during measurements. For titrations carried out at low ionic strength
(see Results for exact conditions), data were collected initially at the highest
lipid concentration evaluated. Subsequent samples were prepared by serial
dilution with replenishing of peptide and buffer to maintain constant peptide
concentration. For experiments carried out under high salt conditions, each
sample at a given concentration was prepared fresh, because of decreased
vesicle stability at higher salt (see Results). Correction was made for ex-

citation light scattering by subtracting background vesicle spectra. Where
necessary, correction was made for emission scattering effects by analysis
of pure Trp spectra.

Peptide fractional binding to vesicles

Binding of Trp-labeled peptides to vesicles results in an increased quantum
yield and blue-shift of the Trp spectrum (see companion paper). These
spectral changes can thus be used to quantitate peptide binding. Data were

analyzed with the assumption that spectra are representative of a two-state
model (bound and free peptide). Under this assumption, the fraction of
peptide bound at a given lipid concentration can be calculated from intensity
ratios at wavelengths that reflect bound and free peptide, given that the net
intensity at these wavelengths is a sum of intensities from the bound and free
states. The intensity ratio (I,) is equal to I'Ih, where I, and Ih are the intensities
at the low (increases with peptide binding) and high wavelengths, respec-

tively. The relevant equation for calculating fractional binding (F) is

[FIBI + (1- F)IUI]
[FIBh + (1 - F)IUh]I (1)

where IE(I and h) are the intensities for bound peptide at the low and high
wavelengths and Iu( ad h) are the respective intensities for unbound peptide.
These values are determined from spectra of the bound (high lipid) and
unbound peptide (no lipid). Solving Eq. 1 for F yields

F = IIJUI - I,IUb]
[IIBh - IIUh - (IB, -IU,)] (2)

Thus, the observed intensity ratio is used to calculate fractional binding in
conjunction with spectra of bound and free peptide. This ratio is insensitive
to absolute intensities and, thus, small changes in peptide concentration over
the course of a titration, as well as inner filter effects do not affect results
(bound and free intensities change proportionally). Specific examples are
given in the results section.

Peptide transfer experiments
Peptide dissociation rates from POPE/POPG (65:35 mol%) vesicles were
monitored according to the following procedure. Peptides were added
initially to POPE/POPG donor vesicles with subsequent addition of acceptor
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vesicles, which contained a quencher of fluorescence and were comprised
of POPE/POPG 45:35 mol% with 20% of either 1-palmitoyl-2-(5- or 12-
doxyl)stearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (5- or 12-doxyl PC). The
transfer rate was monitored by measuring the time course of the decrease
in fluorescence intensity upon transfer of the Trp-labeled peptides from
donor to quencher-containing acceptor vesicles. The fluorescence intensities
of the Trp-labeled peptides after addition either to the donor/acceptor mix
or to donor vesicles of an equal concentration as the donor/acceptor
mix were monitored to establish the minimum and maximum intensities,
respectively.

Vesicle fusion assay
Signal peptide-induced fusion of vesicles was determined using a fluores-
cence assay based on the procedure described by Nichols and Pagano
(1982). Fusion is monitored by following the dilution in the local concen-
tration of lipid-labeled probes as the probe-containing vesicles fuse with
unlabeled vesicles. Briefly, vesicles were prepared containing 1 mol%
N-NBD-PE and 1 mol% N-Rhod-PE (63% POPE, 35% PG, 1% N-NBD-PE,
1% N-Rhod-PE). The NBD and Rhod groups are an efficient donor-acceptor
pair for resonance energy transfer. These vesicles were mixed with a 10-fold
excess of unlabeled vesicles (65:35% POPE/POPG) in the presence of signal
peptide (G17R, see Results). Vesicle fusion is evidenced by the decrease in
the 590 nm (Rhod emission maximum)/525 nm (NBD emission maximum)
intensity ratio as the labeled vesicles fuse with unlabeled vesicles.

Binding model
The analysis of peptide binding to vesicles was carried out with the goal of
defining a molecular partition coefficient of the peptide between the aqueous
phase and POPE/POPG vesicles. Binding data were analyzed initially to
yield a dissociation constant in terms of total lipid concentration. Our model
for binding assumes that the interaction of peptides with vesicles arises from
both electrostatic and net hydrophobic effects. Electrostatic interaction com-
prises both nonspecific enhanced peptide solubility in Gouy-Chapman
double layers and specific binding of basic residues to PG molecules
(McLaughlin, 1989; Kim et al., 1991). The electrostatic interaction com-
ponent is treated as saturable in that binding of the basic residues to acidic
lipids prevents these lipids from interacting with other peptides. Thus, deri-
vation of a molecular partition coefficient must consider the specific binding
component (Jain et al., 1985). Hydrophobic interaction is treated as a non-
specific partitioning process that can involve both PE and PG molecules. An
equilibrium constant in terms of lipid concentration can be derived accord-
ing to the general relationship

[PL]2 [PrF] +[LF] (3)
Therefore,

KD = [ F][ F] (4)
[PL]

where [PF] = free peptide concentration, [PL] = concentration of peptide/
lipid complex, and [LF] = concentration of free lipid. We wish to express
KD in terms of the known quantities [P] and [L], which are total peptide and
lipid concentrations, respectively; and the experimentally determined pep-
tide fractional binding to lipid, F. With the relationships [LF] = [L] - [PL]
and [PF] = [P] - [PL]:

K
[P] - [PL]

5D ([L] -[PL])PL] ()

Thus, with F = [PL]/[P],

KD = P] - FIiP])([L] - PIP]) (6)FTP]
Rearrangement yields:

[P]2F2 + [L][P] + (-[L][P] - [p]2 - KD[P])F = 0. (7)

KD values were then calculated by fitting fractional binding to lipid con-
centration at a given peptide concentration. This procedure permits com-
parison of determined KD values at different peptide concentrations. The
above treatment assumes stoichiometric binding of peptide and lipid mol-
ecules. According to our model, specific binding occurs only between basic
residues and PG molecules (see below). Therefore, the fraction of specifi-
cally bound lipid per peptide depends on the mol% PG in the vesicle and
the number of PG's bound per peptide. To a first approximation, it may be
assumed that each basic residue binds one PG molecule and effectively
removes this molecule from interaction with other peptides. Thus, binding
stoichiometry is corrected by multiplying total peptide concentration by a
correction factor "c", which is given by: (mole fraction PG)- (number of
positive charges). Thus, [P] is replaced by c[P] and, therefore, fractional
binding data are fit to

c2[P]2F2 + [L]c[P] + (-[L]C[P] -C2[P]2 - KDc[P])F = 0 (8)
The above procedure represents a theoretical treatment for determination

of a water-lipid partition constant with correction for specific binding. We
discuss below general predictions of the model and then consider their ap-
plication to our experimental system. The following predictions arise from
the above analysis.

1) If KD is substantially greater than c[P], the specific binding effect does
not remove a significant fraction of lipid molecules from interacting with
peptide. Thus, KD is independent of c[P] and binding approximates a true
partitioning process.
2) If KD is substantially less than c[P], vesicle titrations yield saturable
binding with a transition midpoint that varies directly with peptide con-
centration. Analysis of binding data under these conditions theoretically
permits determination of the c value.
3) In the intermediate range where KD is approximately equal to c[P], par-
titioning occurs with a significant specific binding component. In this case,
analysis of binding as a function of peptide concentration permits experi-
mental determination of KD and binding stoichiometry (Jain et al., 1985;
Schwarz and Beschiavilli, 1989), which is the c term in our model.

In the system examined in the present study, specific binding arises from
electrostatic interaction of peptides with vesicles. When a significant frac-
tion of PG molecules are bound, causing surface dilution of the remaining
PG molecules, both specific mass-action and nonspecifc Gouy-Chapman
effects are reduced (Kim et al., 1991). As a result, electrostatic interaction
decreases nonproportionally to the reduction of PG molecules. Therefore,
KD becomes a function of mol% PG, and negative cooperativity results.
Therefore, assumption 3 is not adequate for treatment of this system. A more
extensive treatment where binding is analyzed as a function of both PG
content and of peptide concentration is necessary to derive a family of KD
values for varying PG contents. However, because of vesicle instability at
high [P]/[L] ratios (see Results), this was not feasible for our system. Thus,
the above model is valid only under conditions where KD> c[P]. Specific
examples are given in Results.

It must be noted that our assumption that specific binding arises only
from stoichiometric binding of basic residues to PG molecules is undoubt-
edly somewhat arbitrary. Nonstoichiometric binding to PG as well as spe-
cific interaction with PE headgroups may certainly occur. However, as dis-
cussed above, under conditions where KD > c[P], derived KD values are
insensitive to c and, thus, this assumption does not significantly affect the
results.

The above treatment in which specific binding is considered by multi-
plying peptide concentration by the c factor differs from the common pro-
cedure in which lipid concentration is corrected by the "n" term, which
denotes the number of lipids bound per peptide. Analysis of data using the
common latter procedure according to [P] + [nL] ± [PLn] entails the im-
plicit assumption of a discrete number of independent binding sites and,
thus, derived affinities are dependent on the value chosen (or determined)
for n. This assumption is strictly valid only under conditions where an
equilibrium exists between peptides and lipid complexes of coordination
number n in solution. In lipid vesicles, independent binding sites do not exist
and peptide binding is more properly treated as a partitioning between two
solvents (water and lipid). If specific binding of peptides to lipids exists, in
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that binding of a peptide removes a given number of lipids from interaction
with other peptides, the derived partition coefficient is not affected unless
a significant number of lipids (about 15-20%) are specifically bound. Our
analysis correctly treats specific binding, because calculated KD values are
independent of c at low [P]I[L] ratios, and KD values are corrected for
specific binding at high [P]I[L] ratios.

Determination of water-lipid transfer free energies
The molar partition coefficient is calculated according to

Kp = Cw V,,/C, VI, (9)

where C is peptide concentration and V is volume; subscripts w and I denote
water and lipid, respectively (Pjura, 1984). The derived KD values yield the
lipid concentration at which the peptide partitions equally between water and
lipid. Kp is thus given by Vw/Vl at this lipid concentration. Peptides were
assumed to partition into the outer leaflet of the bilayer vesicles (see com-
panion paper). This represents a first approximation, because different pep-
tides probably sample different fractions of bilayer volume. However,
this method is the most straightforward for general comparison of the pep-
tides studied. The lipid volume is assumed to be 650 cm3/mol (Koyanova,
1990). Transfer AGs are typically calculated from Kp according to
AG6 = RTln Kp. However, recent analyses by Dill (1990) and by Sharp
et al. (1991a, b), demonstrate that this expression is only valid under par-
ticular circumstances: namely, when the molar volumes of solute and sol-
vent molecules are equivalent. Otherwise, a correction factor derived from
Flory-Huggins polymer theory (Flory, 1941; Huggins, 1941) is necessary.
The relevant equation is (Sharp et al., 1991b)

AG0s(a -* b) = RTln(pblpa) + RTVs(l/Vb - 1/Vs). (10)

For partitioning of peptides between water and lipid, this equation becomes

AG0,(lip-* H20) = RTlnKp + RTVpe(l/VH2o - 1/VliP). (11)

Inspection of this equation reveals that when the product of the peptide
volume and the reciprocal difference in the water and lipid volumes is
significant with respect to Kp (as is indeed the case), a substantial Flory-
Huggins correction factor results. For simplicity of comparison among pep-
tides, peptide volume was taken as the sum of 70% of the molar volume of
each amino acid (volumes are given by Sharp et al., 1991b; proline is as-
sumed to be 30 cm3/mol), the volume of water is assumed to be 18 cm3/mol
(Lide, 1990).

RESULTS

Peptides studied

The peptides selected for study are shown in Table 1. Rela-
tive in vivo activities are indicated for the export-
characterized signal peptides. The reduced activity of A13D
relative to G17D indicates that substitution of a charged resi-
due in the central region of the hydrophobic core inhibits
export more effectively than substitution at the core periph-
ery. Also, the fact that G17R has a significantly lower activity
that G17D suggests that introduction of a positively charged
residue in the core region reduces export efficiency to a
greater degree than a negatively charged residue. The A13R
variant has not been characterized in vivo, but was chosen
for study to complement experiments examining G17R. The
M24D variant was chosen as a control for a peptide with net
charge equivalent to that of the core aspartate mutants, to
distinguish the effect of placing a charged residue in the core
and altering the general electrostatic behavior of the peptides.
All signal peptides were prepared with a Trp substituted for

TABLE 1 Peptide sequences studied

Activity

Export characterized signal peptides
WT MMITLRKLPLAVAVAAGVMSAQAMA +++++
WT-AM MMITLRKLPLAVAVAAGVMSAQAMAa ++++
G17R MMITLRKLPLAVAVAARVMSAQAMA ++
A13D MMITLRKLPLAVDVAAGVMSAQAMA +
G17D MMITLRKLPLAVAVAADVMSAQAMA ++++

Control peptides
KWK-AM KWKa
A13R MMITLRKLPLAVRVAAGVMSAQAMA
M24D MMITLRKLPLAVAVAAGVMSAQA_A
TM-AM KKKKKALALALALALALALALALALa

The signal peptides all harbor a tryptophan for valine substitution at position
18 for fluorescence studies. The TM peptide was synthesized with trypto-
phan at position 6 for fluorescence studies. Relative export activities are
estimated based on data from Stader et al., (1986).

valine at position 18 for fluorescence studies. The TM pep-
tide was designed as an idealized transmembrane peptide.
This peptide was synthesized with a Trp substitution at po-
sition 6. The KWK-AM served as a model surface-bound
peptide with net charge equivalent to the N-terminal region
of the signal peptides.

Peptide/lipid titrations

All peptides studied have a net positive charge near physi-
ological pH and thus will exhibit electrostatic interaction
with acidic lipid vesicles. Peptide affinities were initially
evaluated at low ionic strength to compare relative affinities
under conditions where maximum binding is expected. To
get an initial estimate of peptide binding affinities, peptides
were titrated against vesicles whose composition mimics that
of the E. coli plasma membrane (65:35 mol% POPE/POPG).
The emission maximum of the Trp residue undergoes a shift
to lower wavelengths (blue-shift) upon displacement from
the aqueous phase to the hydrocarbon interior (Surewicz and
Epand, 1984; see companion paper for discussion of blue-
shift magnitudes for this peptide family). Thus, the Trp spec-
tral change can be used to monitor binding equilibria of the
peptides to lipid vesicles. Fig. 1 shows the change in Trp
emission maxima as a function of vesicle lipid concentration
for the indicated peptides (see companion paper for discus-
sion of the emission maximum in terms of mode of peptide
interaction). As discussed in Materials and Methods, vesicles
are titrated from high to low concentration at constant [P]
(low [P]/[L] to high [P]/[L]). Thus, the Trp blue-shifts are
initially at their maximum value and the decrease in blue-
shift as [L] is reduced is used to evaluate binding constants.
For WT18W, WT-AM18W, as well as for the arginine (Arg)
mutants and KWK-AM, no decrease in blue-shift is observed
until peptide/lipid ratios on the order of 1/10 are reached.
Within the transition region, formation of visible particulates
is evident, especially for the WT and Arg mutant peptides.
This change in sample appearance is evidence of significant
fusion and/or aggregation as saturation of PG molecules
occurs. This behavior suggests that these peptides are
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FIGURE 1 Vesicle titration of signal peptides under low ionic strength
conditions. Peptide concentrations are 5 ,uM (A13D18W and G17D18W:
10 ,uM). Plots are extrapolated to solution emission maximum (356 nm in
each case). Buffer composition is 5 mM Tris, pH 7.3. Curves are as follows:
WT18W-AM, 0; WT18W, A; A13R18W, V; G17R18W, D; A13D18W,
V; G17D18W, *; M24D18W, *; KWK, O.

completely bound to vesicles under these ionic strength con-

ditions, unless PG content becomes limiting. If saturation
binding is indeed occurring, then the midpoint of the titration
curve should vary directly with peptide concentration since
binding is proportional to peptide-lipid ratio (case 2 under
binding model). Fig. 2 A shows that this is indeed the
case for KWK-AM, which indicates saturation binding.
Similar qualitative results were obtained for the WT and Arg
mutant peptides (not shown), although the dependence of
aggregation/fusion on total lipid concentration precluded
quantitative comparison. These results indicate that the WT
and positively charged variant peptides, along with the
KWK-AM peptide, have binding constants that are too low
to measure using this procedure (KD << [P]), because Trp
fluorescence studies cannot be carried out below micromolar
peptide concentrations because of the sensitivity limit of
these measurements.

In contrast to the above results, titration of the Asp mutants
with LUVs showed that the Trp residues on these peptides
exhibit a shift in emission maximum at higher lipid concen-

trations than those observed for the WT and Arg-containing
peptides. Fig. 2 B illustrates that the change in emission
maximum upon vesicle titration for the core mutants is in-
dependent of peptide concentration over the range examined
(a similar result was obtained for M24D18W; data not
shown). Thus, for these peptides, the level of binding de-
pends only on lipid concentration, rather than [P]/[L] ratio.
This result suggests that vesicle titrations with these peptides
reflect equilibrium binding over this lipid concentration
range. Fractional binding of the Asp mutant peptides was

assessed by measuring fluorescence intensity ratios of bound
and free peptide (see Materials and Methods) as a function
of lipid concentration (Fig. 3). The determined KD values
(Table 2) must be viewed with caution because peptide con-
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FIGURE 2 Dependence ofTrp emission maximum on lipid concentration
at different peptide concentration. (A) KWK-AM at 5 ,uM (U), 15 ,uM (A),
and 20 ,uM (0) peptide. (B) G17D18W at 7.5 ,uM (V) and 25 AM (0)
peptide. Buffer composition is 5 mM Tris, pH 7.3.

centration is somewhat significant with respect to lipid con-

centration over the range studied. This is particularly true for
M24D18W (note relatively poor fit of the experimental data
to Eq. 8 (Fig. 3 C)). Nonetheless, these data indicate that an

equilibrium binding transition occurs on the micromolar con-

centration scale for these peptides.

Peptide dissociation rates

The vesicle titration results demonstrate that the affinities of
the negatively charged Asp mutants for acidic PE-PG
vesicles are significantly lower than those for the other signal
peptides, consistent with strong electrostatic repulsion ef-
fects under these conditions. Also, the fact that similar bind-
ing constants are obtained for these mutants, regardless of the
position of the Asp residue, suggests that general electro-
static effects are responsible for the reduced lipid affinity of
these peptides, as opposed to a specific effect of charge
placement in the core region. This conclusion is supported
most strongly by the observation that the M24D18W peptide,
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FIGURE 3 Fractional binding of Asp mutant peptides to vesicles un-

der low ionic strength conditions. Curves are as follows: A13D18W, V;
G17D18W, *; M24D18W, *. Peptide concentrations are 15 ,uM for
A13D18W and G17D18W and 5 ,LM for M24D18W. Buffer is 5 mM
Tris, pH 7.3. Fractional binding is determined from intensity ratios
I(335:355) for A13D18W and G17D18W and 1(325:355) for
M24D18W.

which has the Asp mutation near the C-terminus, binds with
affinity similar to the core mutants. A quantitative compari-
son of lipid affinities among the Asp mutants and theWT and
Arg-containing signal peptides is not possible using the
vesicle titration method, because this technique only allows
assignment of upper limits to binding constants for the latter
peptides, because of limitations in fluorescence sensitivity.
Therefore, to determine approximate binding constants for
the WT and the Arg mutants, and to confirm our observation
of relatively weak binding for the Asp mutants, we elected
to measure peptide dissociation rates from vesicles. Meas-
urement of peptide off-rates, in conjunction with the assump-
tion of diffusion-controlled association rates, permits calcu-
lation of binding constants. This method has been applied
previously to the study of cytochrome b5 binding to unila-
mellar vesicles (Leto et al., 1980).

Rates of peptide transfer from POPE-POPG 65:35 mol%
donor vesicles to acceptor vesicles containing doxyl-labeled
quenchers were examined as described in Materials and
Methods. Fig. 4 shows off-rate curves for: WT-AM18W (A),
WT18W (B), G17R18W (C), M24D18W (D), KWK-AM
(E), and TM-AM6W (F). M24D18W moves more rapidly
than can be measured using this procedure, consistent with
a binding constant in the micromolar range with a diffusion
(or near diffusion) controlled on-rate. This result was also
obtained for core Asp mutants (not shown). Likewise,
KWK-AM moves too rapidly to monitor, although this pep-

tide showed saturation binding behavior in titration experi-
ments. Thus, the off-rate and titration studies allow assign-
ment of approximate lower and upper limits on the KD for
KWK-AM, respectively (Table 3).

The vesicle titration studies established submicromolar
binding constants for theWT and Arg mutant peptides. Theo-
retical estimates of binding based on available hydrophobic
energy along with electrostatic interaction leads to predic-
tions of very high binding energies (see Discussion). How-
ever, the off-rate curves shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate sig-
nificant movement (seconds to minutes) for the signal
peptides. WT18W and G17R18W have almost completely
transferred during the dead-time of the experiment (1-2 s),
although observation of the latter phase of the curve allows
rough estimation of t1,2. A similar result was obtained for
A13R (not shown). The WT-AM18W peptide, however,
yielded a transfer rate that was slow enough to be measured,
with a half-time of 147 s determined by fitting the data to a
single exponential decay curve. In contrast to these results,
the model transmembrane peptide, TM-AM6W, exhibited no
measurable transfer over the time course of these experi-
ments. This result indicates that the binding affinity for this
peptide is substantially greater than those observed for the
signal peptides, which suggests that the hydrophobic binding
energy is much higher for this peptide. The presence of the
additional basic residues in TM-AM6W also enhances elec-
trostatic interaction (see Discussion).

Inspection ofthe off-rate curve forWT-AM18W (Fig. 4A)
reveals that there is an apparent small "nonexchangeable"
fraction of the peptide because the intensity never reaches the
determined minimum value (also apparent for WT18W and
G17R18W). However, this result cannot be concluded with
certainty from the present data because the difference be-
tween the minimum of the transfer curve and the determined
theoretical minimum is near the experimental error. It is pos-
sible that the binding equilibrium of WT-AM18W lies
slightly toward the donor vesicles which lack quencher.
Light scattering problems with the LUVs precluded exten-
sive analysis of donor-acceptor ratio dependence. Further
study with the WT-AM18W peptide is necessary for a more
complete description of the transfer kinetics under these con-
ditions. However, present results clearly indicate that this
peptide exhibits exponential transfer behavior with half-
times on the order of several minutes. Also, no nonexchange-
able fraction was evident under physiological ionic strength
conditions (see below).

Off-rate studies are subject to experimental artifacts aris-
ing from transfer of marker molecules (doxyl-labeled
quenchers) and/or vesicle fusion. The absence of apparent
transfer for the TM6W, which serves as an effective non-
exchangeable marker, indicates that the data are not com-
plicated by quencher movement over the time course of the
experiments. Also, a vesicle fusion assay was carried out
according to the procedure described by Nichols and Pagano
(1982; see Materials and Methods) in which dilution of
NBD-PE and Rhodamine-PE is monitored in donor vesicles.
The most fusogenic peptide (G17R18W, see below) was cho-
sen for these experiments. No significant fusion was obtained
under conditions used for the off-rate studies. Only when
[P]/[L] ratios reached the range of 1:10 was substantial fusion
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TABLE 2 Peptide binding parameters for POPE/POPG (65:35%) vesicles under low Ionic strength conditions

Transfer free energy

Peptide KD (M) KP Uncorrected5 Corrected for size'

WT-AM18W 1.4 x 10-8 3.1 X 1010 14.3 53.3
WT18W 1.4 X 10-8 2.2 x 108 11.4 50.6
A13R18W 1.4 X 10-8 2.2 X 108 11.4 51.8
G17R18W 1.4 X 10-8 2.2 X 108 11.4 52.2
A13D18WV 2.1 ± 0.7 X 104 1.5 x 104 5.7 45.3
G17D18Wt 4.6 ± 1.5 X 10-5 6.7 X 104 6.6 46.6
M24D18Wt 6.2 ± 3.1 X 10-5 5.0 x 104 6.4 44.9
KWK-AM 5.0 X 10-6 6.2 X 105 7.9 15.0

5.9 X 10-8 5.2 x 107 10.5 17.6
TM-AM6W <1.0 X 10-12 >3.1 x 1012 >17 >62

Experiments were carried out under conditions of 5 mM Tris, pH 7.3 at 25°C.
*KD values for WT, WT-AM, 13R, and 17R represent estimates obtained from off-rate studies under the assumption of diffusion controlled association rates.
Estimated half-times are 1 s for WT, 13R, and 17R (these are order of magnitude approximations). A measured half-time of 147 s was determined for WT-AM.
The values given for KWK-AM represent a range defined by limits imposed by off-rate and titration studies. The relevant equation for calculation of
diffusion-controlled on-rates is k(M-1 s-1) = 4irN(Dp + Dj)(RP + R J)/1000, where N is Avagadro's number and D and R are diffusion constants and radii,
respectively. 5 X 10- and 5 x 10-8 were chosen as a reasonable estimates for peptide and vesicle diffusion coefficients. The radius of the peptide is negligible
in comparison with the vesicle radius of 45 nm. The concentration of vesicles is calculated from the total lipid concentration assuming there are 4.0 x 104
lipids per vesicle. See text for calculation of KP. KD values for 13D, 17D, and 24D are determined from vesicle titration studies.
tUncertainty estimates are SEs obtained by fitting the data in Fig. 3 to Eq. 8.
§ Uncorrected transfer free energies are calculated according to: AG°0 = RT In KP.
'Residue size-corrected transfer free energies are calculated according to &G°(lip -->H20) = RT ln H+RTVP(VH2O-1/VI;P)-

evident (not shown). Furthermore, the transfer rate of WT-
AM18W was insensitive to vesicle concentration (twofold
increase), which suggests that transfer occurs via a first-
order desorption process. These control experiments sup-
port the conclusion that the observed transfer rates reflect
peptide transfer from donor to quencher-labeled acceptor
vesicles.
The binding parameters under these low ionic strength

conditions (Table 2) were obtained from the vesicle titra-
tion and off-rate methods. Approximate values for the
WT-AM18W, WT18W, and the Arg mutants are inferred
from the off-rate studies, and values for the Asp mutants are
calculated from titration experiments. The electrostatic in-
teraction arising from the basic N-terminal region of the sig-
nal peptides can be approximated by the binding energy for
the KWK-AM peptide. The fact that the signal peptides show
substantially higher binding energy than does KWK-AM
suggests that hydrophobic interactions contribute strongly to
binding. However, as discussed above, the significantly
lower lipid affinities for the Asp mutants relative to the other
signal peptides indicate that electrostatic interactions also
play a substantial role in determining signal peptide-lipid
interactions. The fact that the binding affinity of WT18W
(free carboxy terminus) is lower than that of the C-terminal
amidated WT-AM18W further supports this conclusion. The
Arg mutants have affinities similar to that ofWT18W, which
suggests that placement of an Arg residue in the signal pep-
tide hydrophobic core does not markedly reduce the hydro-
phobic binding component, although enhanced electrostatic
attraction can compensate for some hydrophobic energy loss.
Also, in agreement with the Asp mutant results, the position
of the Arg residue makes little difference to the effect of this
mutation on binding affinity, based on results at positions 13
and 17. The off-rate studies provide only an upper limit of

the transfer free energy for the TM6W peptide, but it is evi-
dent that this peptide binds acidic vesicles much more
strongly than do the signal peptides, which is likely because
of a combination of charge and hydrophobic effects. Our
previous results on signal peptide binding to POPE-POPG
(65:35 mol%) monolayers showed a significantly lower
binding affinity of A13D relative to WT under these ionic
strength conditions, whereas G17R bound with very similar
affinity to WT (McKnight et al., 1989). We have since dem-
onstrated that A13R has a monolayer affinity very similar to
G17R, and A13D and G17D show very similar affinities
(K. K. Ng and L. M. Gierasch, unpublished data). These
results support the conclusion that the nature of the charged
residue, rather than position in the sequence, is responsible
for the effect of the point mutation on affinity for the POPE/
POPG 65:35% model lipid system.

Effect of ionic strength on
peptide-vesicle interactions

Vesicle binding studies were also evaluated under conditions
of 0.1 M NaCl (5 mM Tris, pH 7.3) to determine the effect
of near physiological salt concentration on peptide affinity.
Because the low salt results suggest a significant role for
electrostatic interactions in determining peptide affinity, we
expect binding to be significantly modulated by ionic
strength conditions. It is desirable, of course, to analyze sig-
nal peptide binding under approximately in vivo conditions
to model physiological behavior of these sequences accu-
rately. However, experiments were technically difficult un-
der these conditions because vesicle instability was more
evident at the higher salt concentration. A slow enhancement
of Trp blue-shifts for the WT and Arg mutant peptides was
observed over time upon incubation with vesicles. The rate
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FIGURE 4 Peptide off-rates from vesicles under low ionic strength conditions. (A) WT-AM18W; (B) WT18W; (C) G17R18W; (D) M24D18W; (E)
KWK-AM; (F) TM-AM6W. Peptide concentration is 5 ,uM, the concentration of PE-PG 65-35% donor vesicles is 0.5 mM, and the concentration of
PE-PG-(5- or 12-doxylPC) 45-35-20% acceptor vesicles is 2 mM. In each case, the solid line is the peptide transfer curve, whereas the dotted lines represent
maximum and minimum traces. Note that peptides are initially unquenched in donor vesicles.

TABLE 3 Peptide binding parameters for POPE/POPG (65:35%) vesicles under high ionic strength conditions

Transfer free energy

Peptide KD (M)* Kp Uncorrectedt Corrected for size

WT-AM18W 2.3 ± 0.7 X 10 4 1.3 X 104 5.6 44.8
WT18W 6.1 ± 2.4 X 104 5.0 X 103 5.1 44.3
A13R18W 3.8 ± 1.3 X 104 8.1 X 10' 5.3 45.7
G17R18W 3.3 ± 1.0 X 10-4 9.3 X 103 5.4 46.2
A13D18W 1.0 X 10-3 3.1 X 103 4.8 44.4
G17D18W 1.0 X 10-3 3.1 X 103 4.8 44.8
M24D18W 1.3 ± 0.4 X 10-3 2.4 X 103 4.6 43.1
KWK-AM 4.1 ± 1.9 X 10-3 7.5 X 102 3.9 11.0
TM-AM6W <1.0 X 10-12 >3.1 X 1012 >17 >62

Parameters were determined by vesicle titration experiments as described under Fig. 5. Conditions are 5 mM Tris, 0.1 M NaCl, pH 7.3. The spectral changes
for A13D18W and G17D18W were not sufficient to determine binding constants accurately. Values given for these peptides are order of magnitude
approximations.
* Uncertainty estimates are SEs obtained by fitting the data in Fig. 5 to Eq. 8 (data not shown for A13R18W).
$Uncorrected transfer free energies are calculated according to: AG0t, = RT In Kp.
Residue size-corrected transfer free energies are calculated according to AGO(lip -- H20) = RT in + R7VJ,,(VH2O-1/V1,).

of this increase in blue-shift increased with increasing
peptide/lipid ratio and with higher total concentration at a

given peptide/lipid ratio (not shown). Thus, this change was
caused by a concentration-dependent process such as vesicle
aggregation or fusion as opposed to a change arising from

alteration of peptide orientation in vesicles with time. The
most pronounced change was for the arginine mutant pep-

tides, presumably because their additional basic residue ren-

ders these peptides more fusogenic. Titration experiments,
therefore, were carried out with each sample prepared in-
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dependently, rather than by serial dilution of samples as in
the low-ionic strength experiments. Data at relatively high
PIL ratios were considered unreliable and were not included
in the results shown in Fig. 5.

Under high ionic strength conditions, all signal peptides
exhibited equilibrium binding in the concentration range
amenable to peptide-vesicle titrations monitored by Trp fluo-
rescence. Fig. 5 shows fractional binding as a function
of vesicle lipid concentration for the indicated peptides.
Binding data were fit using Eq. 8 as given in Materials and
Methods. Comparison of titration curves at different peptide
concentrations was difficult, because of the dependence of
fusion/aggregation on [P]/[L] ratio. However, no dependence
of the derived KD on peptide concentration was detectable
within experimental error, in agreement with an equilibrium
transition over this concentration range (data not shown).
The binding parameters given in Table 3 show that the

WT-AM18W, WT18W, and the Arg mutants all have sig-
nificantly lower lipid affinities at near physiological ionic
strength than under low salt conditions, consistent with re-
duced electrostatic interaction caused by ionic shielding.
Also, the difference in affinity between the Asp mutants and
the WT and Arg mutant signal peptides is much less pro-
nounced than it was under the low ionic strength conditions.
These results suggest that, as expected, electrostatic effects
are more significant under low ionic strength conditions and,
thus, point mutations of negatively charged residues lead to
a more marked reduction of peptide affinities at low salt. The
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0 J

0.6

=m,
(, 0.4 : " °

-
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fact that the binding constants ofWT-AM18W and WT18W
are within experimental error at high salt indicates that
charge repulsion effects caused by the free C-terminus are
likewise minimized under these conditions.

Peptide transfer studies were carried out under the higher
ionic strength conditions to verify the vesicle titration results.
As shown above for the Asp mutants at low salt, binding
constants in the micromolar lipid concentration range trans-
late to sub-second off-rates, if on-rates are diffusion (or near
diffusion) controlled. The off-rate of the most strongly in-
teracting signal peptide, WT-AM18W, was too rapid to
monitor under these conditions, in agreement with the bind-
ing constants determined from the vesicle titration experi-
ments (Fig. 6). Rapid net transfer, as expected, was also ob-
tained for WT18W and the Arg mutants (not shown). By
contrast, the model transbilayer peptide once again showed
no movement over the measuring time of the experiment
(500 s) under these conditions (Fig. 6). This result, under
conditions where electrostatic attraction is minimized,
strongly suggests that hydrophobic binding for this peptide
is markedly greater than that for the signal peptides. Fusion
assays indicated no significant fusion within the instrument
dead-time at [P]/[L] ratios employed in the off-rate studies.

Lipid composition dependence

Preliminary observations indicated that the WT peptide as
well as the Arg mutant peptides showed saturation binding
behavior at the high salt conditions when titrated against
vesicles composed of 65:35% 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC)/POPG rather than
65:35% POPE/POPG (not shown). This result indicates that
these peptides have significantly higher affinities for the
POPC/POPG system and, therefore, affinity depends on the
nature of the neutral lipid in the binary vesicles. This result
may arise from lipid perturbation effects and/or bilayer hy-
dration differences (see Discussion). However, WT18W was
still observed to exhibit transfer rates that were too rapid to
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FIGURE 5 Fractional binding of peptides under high ionic strength con-
ditions. Fractional binding was determined by computing the I(325:355)
ratio in each case. Curves are as follows: WT18W-AM, 0; WT18W, A;
G17R18W, C1; M24D18W, *; KWK-AM, O. Peptide concentrations were
5 ,uM for WT-AM18W, WT18W, G17R18W, and KWK-AM; they were 5
or 10 ,uM for M24D18W. Buffer composition is 5 mM Tris, 0.1 M NaCl,
pH 7.3.

FIGURE 6 Peptide off-rates from vesicles under high ionic strength con-
ditions. (A) WT-AM18W; (B) TM-AM6W. Peptide Concentration is 5 JIM,
the concentration of PE-PG 65-35% donor vesicles is 1.0 mM, and the
concentration ofPOPE-POPG-(5-doxylPC) 45-35-20% acceptor vesicles is
2.5 mM. Buffer composition is 5mM Tris 0.1 M NaCl, pH 7.3. In each case,
the solid line is the peptide transfer curve, whereas the dotted lines represent
maximum and minimum traces.
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measure (not shown), suggesting that the affinity difference
is not very great. Much future work is necessary to assess
adequately the effect of lipid composition on interaction with
these peptides.

DISCUSSION

The thermodynamics of signal peptide-lipid interactions are
determined by a complex interplay of energetic factors. Our
goal is to develop a quantitative description of signal peptide-
lipid interactions, and to relate this description both to gen-
eral features of peptide-lipid interactions and to the in vivo
roles of these protein localization signals. As discussed be-
low, a thermodynamic model based on our results and theo-
retical predictions shows that a substantial fraction (about
70%) of the theoretically available hydrophobic energy is
lost upon signal peptide interaction with vesicles, presum-
ably because of unfavorable polar group and lipid pertur-
bation effects. Also, the presence of charged residues in the
core region does not have a substantial effect on the hydro-
phobic component of signal peptide-lipid interactions.

Thermodynamic model for signal
peptide-lipid interaction

Our analysis focuses on the energetics of binding for the WT
signal peptide under high ionic strength conditions, which
are most physiologically relevant. We will subsequently dis-
cuss the various mutant peptides and consider ionic strength
effects.

After the treatment of Jacobs and White (1989), the free
energy of peptide binding can be approximated using the
following equation:

AG = AG(EL) + AG(IM) + AG(FOB) (12)

+ AG(POL) + AG(LIP)

where EL denotes electrostatic effects, IM is the positive
binding energy caused by peptide immobilization when
vesicle-bound, FOB represents the energy gain from the hy-
drophobic effect, POL represents the energy contribution
from backbone and side-chain hydrogen bonding, and LIP
describes the lipid perturbation effect. The configurational
entropy associated with formation of secondary structure is
treated under the POL term.

Electrostatic interaction and peptide
immobilization effect

The peptide immobilization effect (IM) is a positive entropic
term that results from the loss of external degrees of freedom
upon peptide binding to the bilayer. The energetics inherent
in this term can be modeled as arising from a restriction of
the peptide to a box that still allows some degrees of freedom.
Precise estimation of immobilization energy requires a com-
plete description of the motion of the bound peptide, which

permits calculation of the net degrees of freedom lost
(Jahnig, 1983; Jacobs and White, 1989). However, in the case
of basic peptides binding to acidic vesicles, the entropy loss
caused by immobilization is implicit in calculating electro-
static interaction energies. This term, therefore, is considered
in the discussion of electrostatic binding below.
We model the electrostatic energy term as arising from the

attractive electrostatic energy caused by interaction of the
free N-terminus and the side chains of basic residues with the
acidic PG lipids. The loss of energy arising from repulsion
between free C-terminal carboxyl groups and PG molecules
will be treated in the discussion on polar interactions.
The binding of polybasic peptides to negatively charged

lipid vesicles has been described in detail by Kim et al.
(1991). Binding can be modeled by considering electrostatic
interactions as a combination of effects arising from non-
specific accumulation of peptides in the aqueous double lay-
ers surrounding the surface of charged vesicles and specific
binding of basic residues to PG molecules. In the above
study, data were well described by a model in which each
basic residue binds to a single charged lipid headgroup. Bind-
ing energies were approximately linear with addition of basic
residues. Also, binding was decreased significantly by di-
luting the surface charge contributed by the acidic lipids,
which was successfully modeled as arising from both non-
specific interaction and specific binding; the latter was well
described using mass action equations.

Our data on the KWK-AM peptide allow calculation of the
net free energy from attractive electrostatic interactions of
the signal peptide N-terminal region with the vesicle surface.
The entropy contribution arising from the immobilization
effect does not depend on peptide molecular weight and,
therefore, KWK-AM is a suitable model peptide for approxi-
mating signal peptide-lipid electrostatic binding, provided
appropriate Flory-Huggins corrections are made. There may
be some discrepancies because of charge separation that oc-
curs in the signal peptide, and perhaps some difference in
binding between Lys and Arg residues. Also, there is some
hydrophobic contribution to binding from the Trp residue.
However, this contribution is negligible with respect to the
potential for hydrophobic binding of the signal peptides.
Our calculated binding constant for KWK-AM at 0.1 M

NaCl (4.1 X 10-3 M) is very much in agreement with those
obtained by Kim et al. (1991) for binding of short polylysines
to 2:1 PC/PG vesicles. The specific binding component is
likely affected by the matrix lipid (POPE) and, thus, exact
agreement is not to be expected. We observed a substantial
ionic strength dependence, with binding energies reduced
about 5 kcal/mol at 0.1 M NaCl. This effect arises from the
well established shielding of electrostatic interactions by
high salt (for reviews of membrane electrostatics, see
McLaughlin, 1989; Honig et al., 1986). Our results with this
model peptide provide a very good estimate of the attractive
electrostatic force experienced by the basic N-terminal re-
gion of signal peptides upon interaction with vesicles of this
composition.
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Hydrophobic effect

The energy of signal peptide association with vesicles is
modeled as a process of insertion of the peptide as a random
coil in solution into the lipid acyl chain region in a pre-
dominantly helical structure. The maximum theoretical en-
ergy from the hydrophobic effect is estimated by calculating
the net energy gained from displacement of the hydrophobic
amino acids into the nonpolar lipid acyl chain region. Using
the cyclohexane/water partition data of Radzicka and
Wolfenden (1988), in conjunction with the residue size cor-
rected scale of Sharp et al. (1991b), the maximum available
energy from burying the hydrophobic amino acids of the
LamB WT peptide is approximately 91 kcal/mol. A theo-
retical value of 55 kcal/mol is obtained without the Flory-
Huggins correction. This large difference illustrates the mag-
nitude of the residue size correction term for partitioning of
peptides of this length. In any case, the theoretical energy
from displacement of the hydrophobic residues of the signal
peptides from the aqueous phase is substantial and favorable.
The actual energy gain from the hydrophobic effect can be

estimated by determining the fraction of the theoretical maxi-
mum energy that is satisfied upon peptide incorporation into
the bilayer. Incorporation of peptides into the anisotropic
medium of lipid vesicles involves complexities that are not
considered in the simple partitioning between bulk solvents.
For example, the bilayer has some water content that is fur-
ther modulated by peptide incorporation (companion paper).
However, previous studies by Jacobs and White (1989) on
a series of tripeptides of the form Ala-X-Ala-O-tert-butyl
have shown that approximately 50-60% of the theoretical
hydrophobic energy is satisfied upon binding of these pep-
tides to the well hydrated vesicle interfacial region, without
the necessity for significant penetration of the peptide back-
bone into the acyl chain region. This result is in agreement
with well described models that state that the hydrophobic
effect results from a change in bulk water structure (Tanford,
1980). Thus, although the vesicle interface is reasonably well
hydrated, bulk water effects are minimal. Therefore, removal
of a peptide from the aqueous phase to the vesicle interface
results in a hydrophobic free energy, which is a substantial
fraction of the theoretical maximum available energy from
the hydrophobic effect. The signal peptides examined in the
present study all show evidence of insertion into the bilayer
acyl chain region (see companion paper). Therefore, because
interfacial binding alone is sufficient to yield greater than
50% of the available energy, and the lipid acyl chain region
is less hydrated than the interface, it is anticipated that signal
peptide binding/insertion is accompanied by a large, favor-
able hydrophobic free energy that is a very high proportion
of the theoretical maximum. The specific energy gains from
the hydrophobic effect will vary somewhat among individual
residues depending on their position in the bilayer, i.e., a
greater energy gain is expected from well inserted residues
in the core region than for residues near the termini. None-
theless, we assume that the binding energy from the hydro-

phobic effect approaches that of the theoretical estimate, be-
cause the peptides are well removed from the bulk water
phase.

Conformational restriction and polar interactions

The favorable interaction energy arising from electrostatic
and hydrophobic effects is counterbalanced by the unfavor-
able energy associated with conformational restriction of the
peptide and the insertion of polar side chains. Also, the un-
favorable interactions of free C-termini and acidic side
chains with the negatively charged vesicles contribute
significantly.
The coil to helix transition, concomitant with insertion

(see companion paper), involves loss of internal degrees of
freedom, which has been estimated to be 1.2 kcal/mol residue
(Tanford, 1962). This term represents the configurational en-
tropy lost in restricting the peptide to an a-helix. Thus, adop-
tion of a completely helical structure by a signal peptide
would require approximately 29 kcal/mol (based on 24 pep-
tide bonds). The cost of desolvation associated with trans-
ferring a nonbonded NH:C=O pair from water to a nonpolar
solvent is estimated at approximately 6 kcal/mol (Jacobs and
White 1989). This very high energetic cost associated with
displacing free amide and carbonyl groups from water is the
basis for the strong driving force that results in adoption of
predominantly helical structure in nonpolar environments.
All signal peptides examined in the present study (see com-
panion paper) as well as other signal peptides we have ana-
lyzed (Rizo et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1993) exhibit about 70%
helix in membrane-mimetic environments (companion pa-
per). Thus, a positive free energy cost of at least 20 kcal/mol
caused by configurational entropy is expected upon insertion
in the bilayer acyl chain region. Also, additional positive free
energy necessarily results from formation of helical structure
in peptide regions in which the sequence is not conducive to
formation of this structure. Nevertheless, the 6 kcal/mol as-
sociated with desolvation/insertion of free backbone groups
is a strong driving force for helical structure. The actual en-
ergy loss from burying non-hydrogen-bonded backbone
groups depends on the their degree of hydration in the bilayer
(see below). The dynamics of secondary structure in the in-
serted state, therefore, are likely to be a complex function of
hydration potential and intrinsic helical propensity along the
length of the peptide.

In addition to the energy cost associated with secondary
structure formation and insertion of free backbone groups,
significant energy is required to desolvate and insert polar
side chains into the bilayer interior. Theoretical energies
(kcal/mol) can be estimated as follows: OH, 4; NH2, 5.0:
C=O, 2.0 kcal/mol (Jacobs and White, 1989). Thus, the net
cost of burying the glutamine (position 22), serine (20), and
threonine (4) residues is 15 kcal/mol, and that of burying an
amidated C-terminal group is 7 kcal/mol. Also, the cost of
burying the proline group is at least 2 kcal/mol because
of the necessity of burying one free C=O. Analogously to
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calculating the actual energy gain from the hydrophobic ef-
fect, the energetic cost of burying these side chains, as well
as that for free backbone polar groups, is defined by the
fractional hydration of these groups in the bilayer. The ne-
cessity to hydrate these groups at least partially almost cer-
tainly accounts for the experimental observation that in-
creased bilayer hydration occurs upon peptide insertion as
indicated by Trp fluorescence data in the companion paper.
However, it is impossible to estimate meaningfully the frac-
tion of time these groups are hydrogen-bonded without ac-
curate estimates of bilayer water content and the strength of
hydrogen bonding within the bilayer. Nevertheless, it is evi-
dent that the total energy associated with conformational re-
strictions and polar interactions is a significant fraction of the
total gain from hydrophobic interactions.
The energy cost associated with burying negatively

charged Asp residues and free carboxy termini can be mod-
eled as arising from both specific and nonspecific effects. As
discussed above, the nonspecific effect results from de-
creased double layer solubility, which results in an effec-
tively lower concentration of peptide surrounding the
vesicles. Specific effects result from the energy necessary to
protonate the charged group and the cost of hydrating the
resultant carboxylic acid group in the bilayer (Honig et al.,
1986). The very unfavorable interaction of the negative
charge with the negative surface probably drives protonation
of negatively charged groups on the peptide. However, to
analyze the energetics of this process, the hydrogen ion ac-
tivity in the bilayer must be known. Estimation of this pa-
rameter is complicated by the fact that increased hydration
will obviously increase bilayer proton concentration. That
there is increased hydration is reflected by the low blue-shifts
observed for the core aspartate mutants, as well as that ob-
served for the WT24W peptide (see companion paper). In-
creased bilayer hydration necessarily involves an energy cost
associated with restricting external degrees of freedom for
water. However, increased hydration will also alleviate the
energy cost of burying the carboxyl group. This example
illustrates the difficulty in applying group additivity effects
to energy calculations of this nature (Roseman, 1988).

Lipid perturbation effect

As treated by Jahnig (1983), lipid perturbation effects upon
insertion of transbilayer peptides typically play an insignifi-
cant role in defining the total energetics of the system. There
is a large unfavorable entropy from the lipophobic effect that
arises from the ordering of the acyl chains around the peptide.
However, this effect is compensated for by the favorable
enthalpy associated with interaction of the hydrophobic side
chains with lipid hydrophobic region. Unfortunately, the
lipid perturbation effect arising from partially inserted pep-
tides is unknown. The fact that the signal peptides show
significantly stronger binding to PC-PG than PE-PG dem-
onstrates that there exist differences in the solvation potential
depending on headgroup composition. Hydration effects

could be one factor: more polar interactions could be satisfied
in the more hydrated PC bilayers. Alternatively, unfavorable
energetics associated with cavity formation to accomodate
peptide insertion could play a major role. Disruption of lipid-
lipid interactions concomitant with partial peptide insertion
would result in increased free volume in the core of the acyl
chains leading to significant loss of packing energy. This
situation may be somewhat akin to lipid monomer desorption
from bilayers, an event associated with large unfavorable
enthalpic changes, which receive substantial contribution
from bilayer cavity formation (Nichols, 1985). Thus, it is
expected that partial peptide insertion incurs significant un-
favorable free energy effects.

Summary of results

Our results indicate that at approximately physiological ionic
strength, hydrophobic interactions contribute significantly to
the binding energy for the signal peptides. However, the ap-
parent hydrophobic component (approximately 34 kcal/mol;
taken as the difference in corrected free energy for WT-
AM18W and KWK-AM) is much lower than the theoretical
estimate (approximately 91 kcal/mol). Thus, the net energy
gain from the hydrophobic effect is largely offset by the sum
of the energy loss associated with burying polar groups, con-
formational restriction of the peptide, and possibly a sig-
nificant lipid perturbation effect. The point mutant peptides
do not show markedly different binding than that observed
for WT-AM18W, although their dissociation constants are
slightly higher than that forWT-AM18W, particularly for the
Asp mutants. Quantitative comparison based on corrected
transfer free energies is very difficult because of uncertainty
in volume effects. Nonetheless, the results suggest that all the
signal peptides have similar hydrophobic contributions to
binding under these conditions. Thus, substitution of a single
charged residue in the hydrophobic core does not reduce the
energy gain from the hydrophobic effect. This result is con-
sistent with our conclusion given in the companion paper that
these peptides all insert into the lipid acyl chain region. The
mutant peptides did show reduced average depths of inser-
tion as probed by Trp fluorescence but, as discussed above,
displacement of the peptides from the bulk aqueous phase
into the lipid acyl chain region, regardless of insertion depth,
is predicted to yield a very high fraction of the available
hydrophobic binding energy.
The observation of relatively similar binding constants

among the signal peptides under the high salt conditions con-
trasts markedly with the low salt results, where the Asp mu-
tants show dramatically reduced lipid affinities. This result
almost certainly arises from the very high energy associated
with burying negatively charged groups in the bilayer inte-
rior, under these conditions. The significantly reduced af-
finity of theWT relative to the WT-AM peptide also supports
the conclusion that a similar effect arises from burying the
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free C-terminus. Thus, differences in affinity among the pep-
tides are dominated by changes in electrostatic effects when
solution ionic strength is minimal.

Taken collectively, our results indicate that the net energy
associated with signal peptide-lipid interactions arises from
both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. However, a
relatively small fraction of the theoretically available hy-
drophobic energy (about 30%) is apparent upon binding, pre-
sumably because of losses from polar group effects. The
energetics of this system are defined by a complex set of
parameters, including peptide secondary structure, peptide
orientation, hydration of polar groups, hydrophobic binding,
and effects on lipid. Clearly, the complexity inherent in the
association of these peptides with model membranes makes
it impossible to distinguish quantitatively the relative con-
tributions of each of the above factors.
The model transmembrane peptide shows much stronger

binding than that observed for the signal peptides, particu-
larly under the high ionic strength conditions, where elec-
trostatic effects are minimized. The very high binding energy
derived from the off-rate experiments strongly suggests that
a much higher fraction of available hydrophobic energy is
satisfied for this peptide than for the signal peptides. This
result strongly supports the conclusion that unfavorable polar
interactions are responsible for the relatively low binding
affinities for the signal peptides. It is possible, nonetheless,
that other factors discussed above may likewise contribute to
differences in binding among these peptides.

Relation of results to peptide topography

The peptide topography upon interaction with lipid must cor-
respond to the arrangement that allows maximum satisfac-
tion of hydrophobic energy, while minimizing unfavorable
polar group and lipid perturbation effects. Our results suggest
that all signal peptides studied have some potential to insert
into the acyl chain region of the bilayer (see companion pa-
per). Thus, the hydrophobic driving force must be sufficient
to ensure insertion, an event that may be of prime importance
to the activity of these peptides in mediating protein trans-
location (see below). As discussed in the companion paper,
the specific orientation adopted by the peptide depends on the
interplay between the energetic factors discussed in this
study. However, in a system of this complexity it is very
difficult to define quantitatively specific energetic factors
that determine signal peptide topology. Much future study
with defined model peptides is necessary to address this
problem.

Relation of results to other
membrane-interactive peptides

These peptides behave quite differently from a number of
other systems examined. For instance, the tail region of cy-
tochrome b5 binds to phosphatidylcholine vesicles with a
significant binding constant (Leto and Holloway, 1979) as

does melittin (Vogel, 1981). Signal peptides, by contrast,
require a net negative charge on vesicles and thus, electro-
static interaction for significant lipid binding. This is pre-
sumably a consequence of the unique arrangement of resi-
dues in these sequences. The presence of a relatively short
hydrophobic segment, punctuated by basic and polar resi-
dues, necessitates unfavorable burying of polar residues con-
comitant with insertion of the hydrophobic core region. This
arrangement contrasts with that of transmembrane segments,
which have a hydrophobic length sufficient to cross the bi-
layer, and with that of amphiphilic segments, which can par-
tially insert hydrophobic residues while maintaining hydra-
tion of polar residues at the bilayer interface (for a review,
see Tamm, 1991).

Relation of results to protein export

Although it is clear that various proteins are necessary for
efficient translocation under most circumstances (see be-
low), fundamental questions regarding the mechanism of this
process remain unanswered. Does translocation occur via an
aqueous pore composed of proteins? Or does a mechanism
operate whereby protein-assisted lipid phase translocation
occurs? This latter process could involve the protein moving
along an interface between phospholipid and integral mem-
brane proteins. Also, regardless of the topological details of
translocation, the mechanism that maintains unidirectional
protein movement across the membrane is not understood.
We will consider potential insight gained from the present
results regarding the thermodynamics of signal-peptide lipid
interactions by addressing the following points. 1) How
might membrane affinity and orientation of signal sequences
affect translocation rates? 2) How might specific interactions
of signal sequences with integral protein components modu-
late translocation?

Sec-dependent translocation is mediated by a complex ar-
ray of proteins. Genetic and biochemical studies support di-
rect interaction of the signal sequence with the peripheral
membrane ATPase SecA (Puziss et al., 1989; Lill et al., 1989;
Bieker-Brady and Silhavy, 1992), as well as with the integral
SecE/Y complex (Bieker-Brady and Silhavy, 1992; Ito,
1984; Emr et al., 1981). Also, the integral proteins SecD and
SecF, which extend a large domain into the periplasm
(Schatz and Beckwith, 1990), are required for export. Sec-
mediated translocation requires the energy derived fromATP
hydrolysis and the protonmotive force (Ap) (Akimura et al.,
1991; Brundage et al., 1992; Driessen, 1992). Recent results
suggest that Ap acts during the latter stages of translocation,
whereas the "translocation ATPase" activity of SecA, which
requires SecY/E and acidic lipids, is necessary at the initial
stage of the process (Scheibel, 1991). This result is very
much in line with the putative role of the signal sequence in
the initiation of translocation. Translocation then presumably
proceeds via two-dimensional diffusion (Simon et al., 1992),
with directionality assured by factors such as Ap (membrane
potential and/or ApH) and likely other proteins (perhaps
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SecD, F). However, it remains unclear whether Ap acts di-
rectly to translocate proteins or if it functions through the
action of Sec proteins, possibly via an antiport mechanism.
Some proteins, such as M13 procoat (Wickner, 1980) and

honeybee prepromelittin (Colet et al., 1989) have been
shown not to require the Sec proteins for translocation, al-
though they share the requirement for Ap. Although these
proteins are smaller than most secreted proteins, Sec inde-
pendence cannot arise solely on the basis of size because
many other small proteins are Sec-dependent (Wickner et al.,
1991). These Sec-independent proteins harbor a typical sig-
nal sequence at the N-terminus. However, they also possess
an additional hydrophobic segment near the N-terminal (sig-
nal) region. It is possible that these proteins, by virtue of their
enhanced hydrophobicity, are able to insert spontaneously
into the lipid phase to the degree necessary to initiate trans-
location, after which directional movement is driven by Ap.
This prediction supports the hypothesis that in Sec-
dependent translocation, the Sec proteins are necessary for
the initiation step, which for most proteins involves insertion
of considerable polar stretches. In an intriguing study, Kuhn
et al. (1987) showed that exchange of the leader regions
between M13 procoat and the Sec-dependent proOmpA re-
vealed that Sec dependence arose from the mature rather than
the leader region. Thus, although the respective leader re-
gions shared the ability to interact with the Sec machinery,
the requirement for Sec-assisted translocation depended on
the nature of the contiguous mature region.
The above studies demonstrate that considerable complex-

ity exists with regard to the details of translocation under
different conditions. In particular, results from the limited
cases of Sec-independent translocation, in conjunction with
biochemical experiments that support the involvement of
SecA (and E/Y) in the early stages of translocation, suggest
that membrane insertion of preproteins can occur via dif-
ferent mechanisms. This conclusion is further supported by
genetic results from suppressor mutation experiments in
which SecY (PrlA) alleles were isolated that restored trans-
location competence to proteins with markedly defective sig-
nal sequences (Emr et al., 1981). In effect, the requirement
for a hydrophobic signal sequence was abolished (Derman
et al., 1993). This example may be taken as the opposite
extreme from the Sec-independent case in which additional
hydrophobicity abolished the need for the Sec proteins.
These results suggest that the requirement for secretion fac-
tors is highly dependent on preprotein structure and the na-
ture of proteinaceous export factors. It is tempting to specu-
late that multiple (possibly convergent) pathways function to
translocate secreted proteins. For example, perhaps translo-
cation via Sec-independent and -dependent pathways oper-
ates in all cases, but for most proteins the rate of the
Sec-independent pathway is negligible in comparison to the
Sec-assisted process. The possibility of multiple pathways
has been discussed recently by Rapoport (1991) with one
involving the likely E. coli SRP analog ffh.

Although we must be cautious in extrapolating our bio-
physical results to the function of signal sequence in export,
we can make certain predictions regarding potential in vivo
signal sequence interactions. The net energetics of preprotein
binding to membranes are most likely a complex function of
protein-lipid and protein-protein interactions. Membrane
phospholipid may be viewed as the reference phase for the
signal sequence-mediated interaction of the preprotein with
membrane-associated secretion factors. Therefore, a quan-
titative understanding of signal peptide-lipid interactions is
the first step in determining the molecular mechanism of
protein translocation. Our results suggest that, although the
signal peptides examined in this study do spontaneously bind
lipid (and insert into the acyl chain region; see companion
paper), signal sequence partitioning into the lipid phase is not
sufficient to ensure irreversible binding of the preprotein to
the membrane. Rather, the high energy cost associated with
inserting polar side chains (and likely some free backbone
groups) results in relatively weak binding under physiologi-
cal conditions. Thus, it is evident that interaction of an in-
serted signal sequence (and/or its contiguous mature region)
with membrane protein factors that can furnish hydrogen
bonding groups may dramatically modulate preprotein bind-
ing. Furthermore, specific hydrogen bonds between the pre-
protein and integral membrane proteins may constrain the
orientation and lateral position of an inserted preprotein
to a much greater degree than that which is achieved by
signal sequence insertion into the lipid phase. As discussed
above, an unusually high level of hydrophobicity likely
provides sufficient energy for insertion of Sec-independent
preproteins.

Previous results have suggested that a critical mean resi-
due hydrophobicity is important for biological function, al-
though this can be achieved by different combinations of
hydrophobic core lengths and residue hydrophobicity (Chou
and Kendall, 1990). This suggests that a hydrophobic par-
titioning process is critical for signal sequence function. Our
earlier analysis (Hoyt and Gierasch, 1991b) showed that sig-
nal sequence function and membrane insertion is well cor-
related with a critical hydrophobic core mean residue hy-
drophobicity of 2.4 on the Kyte-Doolittle scale (Kyte and
Doolittle 1982). Although the present results demonstrate
inhibited peptide insertion (companion paper) of the charged
mutants relative to WT, and somewhat reduced lipid affini-
ties for the Asp mutants, little dependence of the position of
a given charged residue on lipid interactions is evident within
this signal sequence family. Thus, for example, the lipid in-
teractions of the export defective A13D mutant (mean core
Kyte-Doolittle hydrophobicity of 1.8) are identical to those
for the export slowed G17D mutant (mean residue hydro-
phobicity of 2.4). However, as discussed in the companion
paper, the potential for transiently deep membrane insertion
may be reduced for sequences with the charge substitution
in the center of the hydrophobic core as opposed to the pe-
riphery. Also, it is possible that integral proteins that function
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in export have been designed evolutionarily for polar inter-
actions with the signal sequence C-terminal region. Thus,
charged (or polar; see Hoyt and Gierasch, 1991a) residues in
the center of the core may be unable to interact productively
with these protein factors. In any case, much future work is
necessary to define completely the role of the signal sequence
in export. Our results (and those in the companion paper)
provide a quantitative description of the mode and energetics
of the lipid interactions for this signal sequence family. Our
analysis, therefore, serves as the necessary background for
future biophysical studies and provides a basis for interpre-
tation of biochemical and genetic studies of protein export.
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